Fitting Instruction for EZI-GRIP Bike Rack
Congratulations on purchasing Ezi-Grip to carry your valued bicycles. We are sure you will get many years of enjoyable use from your Ezi-Grip Bike Rack. These racks are manufactured from high-grade materials making them
one of the best available on the market.
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Fitting Instruction for EZI GRIP Bike Rack

SAFETY CRITICAL WARNING
Bicycles or racks falling on the road can cause serious accidents – do not use this rack on any vehicle on
which it can not be properly mounted as described in this instruction sheet.


Top hooks must be completely hooked over solid metal edges at top/front of trunk lid or rear door –
never hook to rain gutters, roof racks, vertical rear glass, rubber or plastic mouldings.



Mount rack only with bottom feet on a rigid surface of car ( never on glass) . Never use on trailers or
front of vehicles.



Never carry more than 3 bikes ( maximum capacity: 45kg ) – no tandems, mopeds, trikes, or
recumbents. Always use rope, straps or shock cords to secure the bikes to the rack.



Drive conservatively, especially over bumps ( never off-road ) . Check periodically during use that all
straps are tight and bikes are secure. Remove the rack from car when not in use.



Do not use if any part of the rack is worn or missing – especially if straps are worn.



Use rack only in accordance with local motor vehicle and traffic regulations.



To avoid damage to rear door or trunk, do not open trunk or rear door when hooks or rack are in place.



Install rack and load bicycles only at a safe distance away from moving traffic.



Only rubber feet and hooks should ever come into contact with car. Do not allow metal parts of rack or
bicycles to scratch vehicle finish.



Ensure the rack and bicycles are kept at a safe distance from hot exhaust and muffler



Before mounting your rack, thoroughly clean the area on your car where the rack’s feet may come in
contact with the vehicle’s surface to help prevent scratching.



Never open the boot/hatch with the rack attached, damage may result.
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Fitting Instruction for EZI GRIP Bike Rack
STEP 1

1.

2.

Fit the two loosely supplied straps to the lower holes
in the rack frame, ensure the bolt neck locates
correctly and that the supplied washers and nyloc nut
are used.
Partially tighten the nyloc nuts. Final tightening will be
done when the strap is fitted to the vehicle.

STEP 2

1.
2.
3.

Unlock the two adjustable hub assembles by
loosening both knobs.
Rotate the upper frame / support arm tube until the
rack sits properly on your vehicle and point slightly
upwards.
The lower frame should stand as vertical as possible.

STEP 3

1.
2.
3.

Turn the upper two strap anchorage points so that
they are at 90 degrees to each other.
Once the setting is determined, tighten the knobs so
that the upper and lower frame’s position remains
fixed.
Ensure the strap anchorage points to

STEP 4

1.
2.

3.
4.

Place the adjusted rack onto the vehicle.
Attach the two upper strap hooks into the slot at the
leading edge of the trunk or hatch lid. Adjust the strap
length so that the rack stays in place on the car in the
desired position.
The support arms on the rack should now be tilted
slightly upward.
Now attach the second strap secured at the adjustment knobs to the bottom lip of the trunk or hatch lid.
Adjust the strap length so the rack stays in place.
UPPER
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Fitting Instruction for EZI GRIP Bike Rack
STEP 5

1.

2.

Attach and lightly tension the two bottom strap hooks
to a suitable anchorage point near the bottom of the
bumper. Ensure that the strap is not rubbing against
any sharp objects.
Tighten the lower strap fixing bolts taking care not to
crush the tube.

STEP 6

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Tighten all straps in the following sequence
First lower, then middle straps.
Lastly the upper straps.
Push up firmly on one support arm and tighten the
corresponding upper strap, then repeat the process
with the other side. This will pre-load the straps to
help handle the weight of the bikes.
Once you have completed this process, tie a knot with
the loose end of the straps immediately behind the
buckle. This will help prevent slippage
Check the rack is secure with each use, adjust if not.

Ensure all SIX straps are secure and
checked at regular intervals. It is
recommended to periodically check
for strap damage and replace worn or
damaged straps immediately.

STEP 7

1.
2.

3.
4.

Position the bicycles on to the rack, top & tail to suite
To secure the bicycles to the arms use 2 Elastic
Bungie Straps, one for each arm. Wrap the bungie
around both bicycle frame and rack arms a couple of
times and make sure the Bungies are stretched and
fastened securely at both ends.
Use the 3rd bungie looped around the bottom pipe of
the rack to tie the bicycles to each other preventing
any risk of them swinging whilst in transit.
Make sure the bungies are stretched and fastened
securely at boths.

Examples

STEP 8

Thank you for purchasing Ezigrip, the installation is now
complete.
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Fitting Instruction for EZI GRIP Bike Rack
Limited Warranty
The manufacturer warrants the Ezi-Grip bike rack against defects in materials or workmanship for three years from date
of original purchase. To assert a warranty claim, the owner should return the Ezi-Grip bike rack to the selling retailer
for return to the distributor, freight pre-paid, together with proof of purchase. The owner should include a written explanation of the defect. If the distributor determines that the defect is covered by this warranty, it shall repair or replace the Ezi-Grip bike rack as it may determine in its sole and absolute discretion, free of charge. This warranty is
valid to the original buyer only. It is not transferable or assignable.
You must establish proof of purchase to obtain warranty service or replacement.
This warranty does not cover damage resulting from improper installation, misuse, abuse, neglect, alteration, failure to
perform maintenance as instructed or unauthorized repair or service.
The owner is responsible for installing the Ezi-Grip bike rack in accordance with the installation instructions in the Owners Manual. The owner should attach the Ezi-Grip bike rack only to towbars for which it has been designed. The
manufacturer shall not be liable if the Ezi-Grip bike rack has been altered, damaged or rendered non-functional
through incorrect installation or attachment.
The Ezi-Grip bike rack is designed to carry bicycles. Do not use the Ezi-Grip bike rack for purposes other than for which
it is designed or exceed the recommended maximum number and/or weight of bicycles prescribed as this will invalidate the warranty.
The manufacturer’s sole responsibility is to repair or replace a defective part being the subject of a valid warranty claim.
Under no circumstance shall the Manufacturer be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential costs
or damages of any kind. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the manufacturer shall not be liable for personal injury, property damage or consequential damages resulting from the owner’s use of the Ezi-Grip bike rack.
The liability of the manufacturer under any circumstance shall not exceed the original purchase price paid by the
owner for Ezi-Grip bike rack.
This is an express warranty. The manufacturer disclaims any other express or implied warranties, including warranties
of merchantability or fitness for purpose, to the maximum extent permitted by law. Statements, representations and
specifications in any brochures, sales literature, owners manuals and other documentation concerning the Ezi-Grip
bike rack shall not be deemed warranties, nor shall they extend or expand the manufacturer’s obligations under this
warranty.
No employee, representative, dealer, agent, distributor or service company acting for the manufacturer has the authority
to extend or modify the terms of this limited warranty unless the manufacturer expressly agrees, in writing, to such
extension or modification.

Local Laws and Regulations
It is the owner’s sole responsibility to comply with any local laws and regulations that may apply, directly or indirectly,
to bicycle racks and the use thereof.

Recycling
Be sure to recycle all packaging following the local regulations.
General Accessory Notes and Cautions
Do not repair or modify this accessory in any way as this will void the warranty.
This accessory is designed for vehicles sold in New Zealand and Australia. It fits to flat tongues and to tow ball with
50mm and 1 7/8” diameter. It may be unsafe if fitted to any other style of tow bar or tow balls.
Care of Bike Rack
Clean with soap and water only – do NOT use solvents or chemicals. Discard the Bike Rack if it becomes extensively rusted. Do not expose to direct sunlight for long periods.
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